Pierce County Sheriff’s detectives need your help to locate a missing woman, feared to be the victim of foul play. Joyce Dyer has been missing under suspicious circumstances since April of 2014.

The last known sighting of Joyce Dyer occurred on April 4th, 2014. At the time of her disappearance Dyer was renting a room at a house on 40th Ave. E. in Tacoma; a roommate saw Dyer leave the residence with an unidentified male, possibly named “David Lee”. Dyer has not been seen or heard from since, and all of her possessions were left at the residence.

At the time she went missing Joyce Michelle Dyer was described as a white female, 54 years old, 5’2” tall, 150 lbs., with brown hair and blue eyes. She wore prescription eyeglasses and had several surgical scars on her left leg and her back.

“David Lee” is described as an asian male, approximately 50 years old, 5’7” tall and 160 lbs., with dark hair. He may have been employed in appliance repair.

Detectives are looking for any information regarding Joyce Dyer’s disappearance and/or her whereabouts, including the identity of “David Lee”.

Joyce M. Dyer

Receive up to $1000 dollars for information leading to the arrest and charges filed for the person in this case.

Call 253-591-5959
All Callers will remain anonymous